Patterns of local adaptation at fine spatial scales are central to understanding how 32 evolution proceeds, and are essential to the effective management of economically and 33 ecologically important forest tree species. Here, we employ single and multilocus analyses of 34 genetic data (݊ = 116,231 SNPs) to describe signatures of fine-scale adaptation within eight 35 whitebark pine (Pinus albicaulis Engelm.) populations across the local extent of the 36 environmentally heterogeneous Lake Tahoe Basin, USA. We show that despite highly shared 37 genetic variation ‫ܨ(‬ ୗ = 0.0069) there is strong evidence for adaptation to the rain shadow 38 experienced across the eastern Sierra Nevada. Specifically, we build upon evidence from a 39 common garden study and find that allele frequencies of loci associated with four phenotypes 40 (mean = 236 SNPs), 18 environmental variables (mean = 99 SNPs), and those detected 41 through genetic differentiation (݊ = 110 SNPs) exhibit significantly higher signals of selection 42 (covariance of allele frequencies) than could be expected to arise, given the data. We also 43 provide evidence that this covariance tracks environmental measures related to soil water 44 availability through subtle allele frequency shifts across populations. Our results replicate 45 empirical support for theoretical expectations of local adaptation for populations exhibiting 46 strong gene flow and high selective pressures, and suggest that ongoing adaptation of many P. many species are ecologically and economically important, and high outcrossing rates (Neale & 57 Savolainen 2004) result in large effective population sizes (which increase the effectiveness of 58 selection) as well as weak neutral genetic differentiation (which decreases the confounding 59
albicaulis populations within the Lake Tahoe Basin will not be constrained by the lack of genetic 48 variation. Even so, some populations exhibit low levels of heritability for the traits presumed to 49 be related to fitness. These instances could be used to prioritize management to maintain 50 adaptive potential. Overall, we suggest that established practices regarding whitebark pine
INTRODUCTION
The study of local adaptation has been an integral part of evolutionary biology as a whole, species in subalpine ecosystems throughout most of its range in western North America (Ellison estimate early-lifetime phenotypes of mother trees, seeds sampled from 11 to 19 maternal trees phenology (budset), water-use efficiency (δ 13 C), and resource allocation [root:shoot biomass, were harvested, clipped above the root collar, dried, and weighed to determine root and shoot 179 biomass. For δ 13 C and N(ߤg) analysis, needle tissue from 1 seedling per family per block was 180 harvested, coarsely ground, and dried at 60°C for 96 hours. Between 2-3 
282
is greater among our focal SNPs than the 95 th percentile of the null distribution of 1000 283 medians, we will conclude that the signature of selection among loci within our focal sets is 284 greater than could have arisen by chance, given the data.
285
To infer signatures of allele frequency shifts associated to environment, we implemented an 286 approach similar to Equation 1 
322

Genotype-environment analyses 323
To explore the degree of association among environmental variables between populations,
324
we used Mantel tests between Euclidian environmental distance matrices. In most cases, we 325 found significant correlations with many of the edaphic variables measured for this study, as was always greater than the 100 th percentile of the null 347 distribution ( Figure 2 , Table S3 ). The magnitude of this difference varied across environmental 348 variables, being the smallest for percent clay (1.17x) and largest for annual precipitation (5.10x, 349 Table S5 , Figure S12 ). From observations of density and trace 393 plots, we concluded that the posterior distributions across chains were converging (not shown).
394
The ‫ܪ‬ of focal loci were generally representative of the empirical set ( Figures S13-S14 ).
395
Overall, the genetic variance of SNPs included in the polygenic model explained between 396 14.4% [N(ߤg)] and 37.6% (root:shoot) of the variance in the phenotypes measured in our study 397 ‫,ܧܸܲ(‬ Figure 3 , Table S4 ). For many of the measured phenotypes, a considerable proportion of 398 the narrow sense heritability estimated previously was therefore accounted for in the estimates 399 of ܲ ܸ ‫ܧ‬ (Table S4) (Table S4 ).
402
To acquire estimates of ܲ ܸ ‫ܧ‬ from the identification of loci with large effects on phenotype,
403
we conducted single-locus association using univariate linear mixed models implemented in
404
GEMMA (see Supporting Information, Table S6 ). Across all phenotypes, there were no loci that (see Figure S15 , Supporting Information). By this reduced threshold we , we see substantial evidence for allele frequency shifts of loci associated with 437 bud flush to Euclidian distances of GDD-May, GDD-Aug, percent maximum radiation input, and 438 minimum January temperature (Table 3) Table 3 is intriguing, as bud flush and δ 13 C were the only two phenotypic traits to (Table S7 ).
480
DISCUSSION
481
The spatial extent of local adaptation, particularly in conifers, has generally been investigated at regional scales (Neale & Savolainen 2004; Savolainen et al. 2007;  Ć alić et al. 
528
While bayenv2 did not identify any loci strongly associated with environment, as given from Table S3 ), there is a strong biological signal for adaptation to soil water availability in our dataset (discussed below), evidence that other white pines within the LTB are also being structured by precipitation differences among populations imposed on the southern range of P. albicaulis, phenotypic traits affected by precipitation, soil not necessarily mean that seeds from within an established seed zone will be optimal for any 580 given constituent environment, particularly if the seed zone exhibits high environmental 581 heterogeneity (such as in montane regions), or if the seed zone is relatively broad compared to 582 these environmental gradients, as is the case in California (see Buck et al. 1970) . Weak neutral 583 genetic differentiation can be misleading in this way, as polygenic traits influenced by selective 
590
This is particularly important when maximal fitness (e.g., reproductive output) is a priority for 591 established trees, as while many genotypes may survive, realized phenotypes related to fitness 592 may be suboptimal for a given environment. In cases where local seed source is not plausible,
593
perhaps due to (inbreeding through) isolation, or with prohibitively small population sizes, selection, or, conversely, that these traits do not convey an overwhelming adaptive advantage in fitness should be monitored nonetheless. In appropriate cases, introducing compatible variation 604 would stand to improve adaptive potential in such populations. While there is no one specific 605 solution to conserve whitebark populations across its range, taking into consideration fine-scale 606 local adaptation in addition to established strategies will likely aid in such endeavors. was greater than the 100 th percentile of the null distribution.
